PERSON SPECIFICATION –
REGISTERED MENTAL HEALTH NURSE
ROLE
MAIN OBJECTIVE
OF ROLE

REGISTERED MENTAL HEALTH NURSE
Nurseline’s ethos is ‘Make it Personal’ aspiring to deliver
personalised healthcare that is focused wholly on service user
and client experience. All service users should be encouraged
and enabled to live as independently as possible. All patients
must be treated with respect and dignity regardless of their
circumstances and should be seen as unique individuals.
Your actions and behaviour must comply with corporate policy of
clients, statutory regulations and Nurseline Healthcare’s quality
standards.

THE SUCCESSFUL
CANDIDATE WILL:

Have a minimum of 1 year, post registration experience.
Promote the best interests of the clients and carers.
Be responsible for maintaining a safe care environment.
Exercise professional accountability and responsibility.
Accurately observe and engage with patients in order to
assess their need and evaluate their progress.
Have excellent understanding of clinical record keeping
Maintain professional relationships understanding professional
boundaries.
Have experience of the safe storage and administration of
medication
Have experience in the development and implementation of
treatment plans and evaluation of client care
Have experience of risk assessment and risk management
Maintain patient records within legislative frameworks, NMC
standards and Organisational policy
Be able to promote a positive motivating environment
Have a professional manner
Committed to personal and professional development
Ensure the requirements of the Mental Health, Capacity Act
and Deprivation of Liberty Standards are met.

NURSELINE HEALTHCARE

ROLE
OUR THREE CORE
VALUES ARE AT THE
CENTRE OF OUR
‘MAKE IT PERSONAL’
CULTURE, WHICH
DRIVES EVERYTHING
WE BELIEVE, THINK,
FEEL AND DO:

SUPPORT WORKER
FAMILY:
We are respectful and courteous and treat each other and those
we serve, how their family would.
We actively get to know and build relationships with each other,
accept each other, embrace our differences and both value, and
are accountable for the role that each of us plays in our overall
mission.
We work collaboratively and demonstrate our loyalty to each
other through protecting and supporting each other.
HONESTY:
We take personal responsibility at all times which means that we
acknowledge our weaknesses, put our hand up when we make
mistakes, apologise when we are wrong, actively seek and
embrace feedback and ask for help when we need it.
We are open to change, receptive to new ideas and possibilities
and we respect and embrace our colleagues and service
providers as our teachers.
We do what we say we’re going to do.
QUALITY:
We continually strive to be the best we can be and so we invest
in training to develop our knowledge, skills.
We consistently evaluate how we are doing, are both proactive
and responsive to our clients needs, go above and beyond.
We are highly engaged in what we aspire to achieve and in the
work we do to achieve it.
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